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SYSTRAN has granted a Gold Partner certification to
CSF Computer Solutions Facility AG

Paris, France, January 8, 2015 – SYSTRAN announced today the qualification of CSF Computer
Solutions Facility AG as a Gold Certified Partner.

In today’s digital world, multilinguism is more than a vital business asset; it’s key to corporate survival.
Content from around the world needs to be understood instantaneously, intensifying existing
pressures on staff resources. Therefore, companies are increasingly in need of advanced digital
systems that provide fast, accurate, cost-effective translation capabilities with the utmost security.

SYSTRAN has developed a Certified Partner Program designed for technology partners that want to
unlock the business potential of machine translation technology and deliver increased value to their
customers. Once certified, Partners have access to enablement resources that help them integrate
machine translation features and thus enhance their own products or build innovative solutions.

Based in Muttenz, Switzerland, CSF Computer Solutions Facility AG is an IT service provider
committed to solving an array of IT problems. In the interest of enhancing its translation technology
solutions with secure machine translation, CSF has completed the training stages of the SYSTRAN
Certified Partner Program and obtained the Gold Certification. CSF can now offer its customers
SYSTRAN machine translation solutions along with additional services (integration, training, and
consultation services) in highly secured environments.

“The certification program gave us the opportunity to raise our level of expertise on SYSTRAN’s
products. Offering on-site automated translation capabilities allows us to deliver a stronger value
proposition to customers who need to quickly and securely process content in multiple languages or
get immediate understanding” said Herbert Spettel, CEO at CSF.

“We’re very pleased CSF has entered our certified Partners program because they have an
impressive level of technical expertise in the field of translation technology. This partnership is a new
step to strengthen our presence in the DACH region” noted Gilles Montier, Sales Director at
SYSTRAN.
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About SYSTRAN
For over four decades, SYSTRAN has been the market leader in language-translation products and
solutions, covering all types of platforms, from desktop to internet and enterprise servers.
To help organizations enhance multilingual communication and increase productivity, SYSTRAN
delivers real-time language solutions for internal collaboration, search, eDiscovery, content
management, online customer support and e-Commerce.
With the ability to facilitate communication in 130+ language combinations, SYSTRAN is the leading
choice of global companies, Defense and Security organizations, and Language Service Providers.
SYSTRAN is also the official translation solutions provider for the S-Translator, a default-embedded
app on the Samsung Galaxy S and Note series.
Since its early beginnings, SYSTRAN has been pioneering advances in machine translation and
Natural Language Processing. Its latest achievement, a new-generation Hybrid MT, combines the
predictability and language consistency of rule-based machine translation with the fluency of statistical
MT.
SYSTRAN is headquartered in Seoul with offices in Daejeon, South Korea; Paris, France; and San
Diego, USA.
For more information, visit www.systransoft.com

About CSF
CSF is IT-partner for your translation business with specialization of supporting language desk and
language providers. More than 17 year of experience of language technology support in high security
infrastructures following Swiss banking standards. Hosting facilities for MT and support for the
management of MT-environments. Gold partner for Translation Solution of SYSTRAN.
Provider of a translation marketplace called t.hub® for collaboration between customer and language
provider. With standardized processes and workflows you can save cost due to lower administrative
efforts with t.hub®. Functions like auctioning or pooling will support you to find the matching resources
at the right time with a good price.
For more information, visit www.csf.ch

Contact
Arnaud Dufournet, Marketing Director
Telephone: +33 (0)1 44 82 49 00 Fax: +33 (0)1 44 82 49 01
Email: dufournet@systran.fr
This Press Release is available for download at:
http://www.systransoft.com/systran/news-and-events/press-release
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